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Best friendship songs in tamil

Friendship is one feeling that a Tamil movie has never left to celebrate. From heartfelt childhood memories to crazy buddy fun, we have everything in our movies. With ingenious and unusual descriptions of college ties, gangster buddies, platonic intinentiveness and inspiring ties, our filmmakers have never surprised us with their seeing of this simple but
complex feeling. Today, even after 100 years of Indian cinema, friendship remains one of the most commonly studied film themes. In this post, we take a look at Tamil songs that have remembered friendship in all their glory and passion (not in a certain order) 1. Mustafa Mustafa – Kadhal Desam (1996) Probably the first song that comes to mind when talking
about friendship to anyone who is even remotely connected to Indian cinema. In one of the most popular romantic musicals of the 1990s, this song written by AR Rahman and Vaali was a raging hit of those times and remains the celluloid immortality of college bond forever. Mustafa Mustafa celebrates the blossoming free-spirited relationship between a
small-town orphan and a highbrow guy born with silver spoons. Best ever! 2. Kaattukuyilu – Thalapathy (1991) This epic number appears in the 'Godfather' of the twinning films 'Thalapathy', which happens to be Mani Rathnam's brilliant adaptation of the Karnan episode 'Mahabharata'. I skilfully cherish the tune and Ilaiyaraja's brilliant tune Kattukuyile takes
place the day before Pongal in connection with Bbog, when people reject old and abandoned things and focus on new things that cause change. The early stages of the bond between Rajin and Mammooty are depicted against the backdrop of joys but symbolic festivities. Greatness is a word. 3. Andha naal nyabhagam – Uyarndha Manithan (1968) An
absolute pleasure for the senses, this song is a testament to the abilities of two legends - TM. Soundarajan and Sivaji Ganena. Siraj's fresh description of a helpless rich man consumed by guilt, reminiscing about his old good school days with a childhood friend, is just classic. The transition from Sivaji panting and TMS is seamless and you couldn't tell that
TMS sings now and Sivaji simply goes through his emotions. Why don't they make songs like that anymore? 4. Nanbanai paartha – Ninathaile Inikum (2009) Vijay Antony's tune a beautiful melody for a remake of the romantic thriller 'Classmates' by Malayalam. The song, penned by Annamalai, is about the magic of university life and the sweet memories
associated with it. The song manages to convey subtle emotions, dreams, convictions, rage. student's responsibilities and distractions. The wonderful performances of Prithvilaji, Sakth and Priya Man make this an enjoyable experience. A sweet song that every young person can relate to. 5. Thozha Thozha – Pandavar Bhoomi This song, invented by Cheran,
depicts a platonic friendship between a man and a girl. The protagonist is an engineer who befriends a girl in her workplace. Shamitha's girl firmly believes in an entity between opposite sexes called friendship only. Snehan's song, written by Snehan and beautifully composed by Bharadwaj, talks about the geneacity and honesty of friendship, while at the end
it contradicts the protagonist who claims that the best friend is definitely a good lover. Evergreen beauty! 6. Taxi Taxi – Sacratti (2008) AR. Rahman captures magic in this rappy, peppy number, where he indulges in plenty of extra sounds and strong rhythms. Full of energy and vitality, this youthful celebration of friendship will surely strike the right choths with
Generation Y. This is more of a song that says: A good friend would come to save you from prison, while a real friend sits next to you and says, Damn, that was fun! Exceptionally well crowned by Blaaze, Benny Dayal, Javed Ali, Viviane Chaix, the song tries out a lot of Na. MuthuKumar's bizarre mix of English and French lyrics from blaze and Tamil lines.
Rock star among friendship songs! 7. Manasellam Unnidam – Kulir 100° (2009) The song begins with dedication ''For all who miss their friends. This is what it feels like! and continue to shock us with his profound feelings about the loss of a loved one. The song, fervently composed by Bobo Shash and enchantingly sung by Simbu, directly strikes the deepest
chords of the human mind. The track takes us through a virtual memory lane where every memory, good and bad, echoes back. Leaving you with a heavy heart and wet eyes, this is a guard. 8. Nanbane Enadu Uyir Nanbane – Sattam (1983) Vividly sung by veterans SP. Balasubramaniam and Malaysia Vasudevan, this famous song from the early 1980s
saw Kamalhaasan and Sarath Babu play inseparable best friends who do not question each other about their careers. One is a police officer who grabs criminals, but the other is a lawyer who bails out. Gangai Amaran's tune the song tells in a remake of the original Dostana song how good friends are hard to find. It's harder to leave. And impossible to forget.
Star-studded tribute! 9. En Frienda Pola Yaaru Machan – Nanban (2012) Do you remember how in college our friends were in our lives? Through thick and thin. During those reckless years of youthful angst, nagging parents and exams, we had our friends on our side, and that's all that mattered. Things are starting to change after the good old years of study.
We have a life to look after and we want to make sure we do everything we can to make it great. Here, a couple of friends go looking for their long-lost friend, guide and philosophy back to college. Composed for Shankar remake of '3 Idiots' by Harris Jeyaraj, this song that speaks Viveka wrote and Krish and Suchith Suresan sang real friends. Mellifluous
eulogy! 10. Kizhakke Paarthen Vidiyalaai Irunthaai – Autograph (2004) This paragraph explains the rewarding friendship between two like-minded people, albeit of the opposite sex. The protagonist, written by Snehan, talks about his special girl in life, the constant source of support and encouragement, the shoulder to cry or slap in the face by overreacting to
life! Cheran creates a very interesting female character who doesn't want to participate romantically, but challenges a protagonist who doesn't meet her own standards and helps her take big steps in life. Absolute heart warmer! 11. Oru Nanban Irundhal – Enakku 20 Unakku 18 (2003) Yet another friendship song from AR. Rahman, this time for a film that
seemed to praise both friendship and love. The physically and emotionally abused protagonist returns home comforted by his friends, where he recovers and will live. For the most part, the song talks about the goodness and virtues of friendship and demands that it be blind to the sex of the individual. Father Vijay's lines were sung by the SPB. Charan,
Venkat Prabhu and Chinmayee. Shiny inspiring number! 12. Manasae Manasae – April Maadhathil (2002) This heartbreaking farewell song in shocking reality depicts the pain of eight close friends who are on the verge of divorce after graduation. The song acts as a message number, where friends take turns singing to their heart's content on stage. Lines
that convey the pain of the inevitable rift: All I can do is be his friend. We've gone our own way, and I know it's for the best, but sometimes I wonder if I'll ever have a friend like you again? Penciled by Father Vijay and sung by Karthhik, this is super-infatuable stuff! 13. Dosth Bada Dosth – Saroja (2008) Cheeky road song with friends, that's basically what this
song is. Director Venkat Prabhu teams up with his cousin Yuvan Shankar Raja and Vaali to give us no stop the funny song that follows the journey of four young men travelling from Chennai to Hyderabad in a van to watch a cricket match. Guys sing, dance, rejoice and re-live their friendship roots as they make the road trip of their lives. Illustrated with the
equally bizarre gang of Haricharan, Naveen, Rahul Nambiar and Shiva, Vaibhav, SPB Charan and Premji Amaren with youth and energy, this is absolutely hilarious. 14. Eswara Vaanum Mannum – Kannethirey Thondrinal (1998) The song featured in Ravichandran's romantic drama is about two of his friends Prashanth and Karan from the same university.
They start out as arch-rivals and then go on to become best friends. The song received attention even before the film was released and became a very popular song in the university culture of those days. Written by Vairamuthu, this it was composed by Deva and sung by Udit Narayanan, famous for his strange tamil word. Not such a serious cool song! 15.
Yaaro (Friendship Version) – Chennai 600028 (2007) Yuvan's tune and the real gem of a song rescheded by Premgi Amaran for Venkat Prabhu's debut sports drama. Based on Gully cricket, the film focuses mainly on themes of friendship and love. The 10 characters from suburban Chennai still become close friends and teammates, and this song reflects
their intimacy, sacrifice and lifestyle. I will cherish the words to which the SPB once again. Charan and Venkat Prabhu will do the honors. Soulful euphony! euphony, what are you doing?
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